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Dire bat mount



The Edit Share Fiend Folio first edition[3] Giant, also known as dire, was giant the size of horses. [2] Description[edit] Dire averaged 200 pounds (91 kilograms) and had leather wings that stretched 15 feet (4.6 meters) from end to end. Their bodies were covered in shaggy fur. [2] Behavior[edit] Dire
hunted at night and rested during the day. They were stealthy and used echolocation to find prey. [2] These were easy to intimidate and tended to kill or drive away other encountered creatures with bites. [2] History[edit] In the 15th century, the giant was known to be the horse of lance defenders, the army
of the dragon-born nation of Tymanther. [4] Ecology[edit] Habitats[edit] Dire flourished in the deepest regions of Underdark. [5] Outside the Prime Material aircraft, giant was found in Domains of Dread. With some claiming that they and other species were more numerous there than in any other planet of
existence. [6] Relations[edit] Dire was a favored animal of the orc god Shargaas. [7] They were used as mounts by members of the Shadovar military[9] and Zhentarim-skymages. [10] Shield dwarfs of Oghrann in Upperdark also held large populations of dire to use as mounts as well. [11] Drow kept the
dire both as objects for gambling and horse. Like the former, dire was used as chickens or dogs to fight each other, and drow bet on the outcome. These fighting occurred either in the air or on the ground, in the latter case the animals were particularly stunted. The latter use as steeds was dangerous for
the rider and was made only in some drow cities. In that case, ordinary, which may well include children, were used, so that the damage to a society was negligible, if the rider died. [12] Additions[edit] See Also[edit] Mobat, a large type, even larger than a giant. Appearances[edit] Adventures Card Games
References[edit] ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 Mike Mearls, Jeremy Crawford, Christopher Perkins (2014-09-30). Monster Manual 5th edition. Edited by Scott Fitzgerald Gray. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 323. In 1999, there were 100,000 people who were evicted in 2018. ↑ 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 Skip
Williams, Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook (July 2003). Monster Manual v.3.5. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 62-63. In 1989, a 1,000-000-000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 000 000 000 000 000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 (TSR hobbies), p. 14. In 1999, there were 100,000 people who were distinguished in 2007. ↑
Bruce R. Cordell, Ed Greenwood, Chris Sims (August 2008). Forgotten kingdoms Campaign guide. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 186. In 1924, he became 1,000,000,000 people in 1988. ↑ Bruce R. Cordell, Gwendolyn F.M. Kestrel, Jeff Quick (October 2003). Underdark. (Wizards the Coast), p. 109. In 1999,
there were 100,000 people who were evicted in 2018. ↑ William W. W. 1991). Monstrous Compendium Ravenloft Attachment. (TSR, Inc.), p. 5, 8. In 1999, there were 100,000 people in 1999. ↑ Sean K. Reynolds (2002-05-04). Deity Do's and Don'ts (Zipped PDF). Wizards on the coast. In 1990, 100,000
people were filed from the original on 11 September 1990. Retrieved on 2018-09-08. ↑ Wizards RPG Team (2016). Volo's guide to monsters. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 186. In 1999, 100,000 people were evicted in 2018. ↑ Sean K. Reynolds, Jason Carl (November 2001). Men of darkness. (Wizards of the
Coast), p. 88. In 1989 he became sean K. Reynolds, Jason Carl (November 2001). Men of darkness. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 103. In 1989, he became Bruce R. Cordell, Gwendolyn F.M. Kestrel, Jeff Quick (October 2003). Underdark. (Wizards of the Coast), p. 166. In 1999, there were 100,000 people
who were eutight in 2018. ↑ Drow Pets and Animal Companions. The wizard on the coast. (2003-26-08). Archived from the original 2003-07-03. Retrieved on 2019-02-16. Connections[edit] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. 2011-06-26, 23:12 (ISO 8601) If I add
the warbeast template, it's only 350gp, but it seems too cheap for a flying that you can ride. 2011-06-26, 23:20 (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by Seharvepernfan If I add warbeast template, it's only 350gp, but it seems too cheap for a flying that you can ride. Dire Bats shouldn't cost anything more than
being able to get an Animal Companion (many ways to do it), so 350gp is probably about right. If the nature of the campaign where this comes up is such that it would seem overpowered, you may want to take it into account, of course. 2011-06-26, 23:38 (ISO 8601) A Heavy Warhorse is about 400 gold.
So it's competitive with Heavy Warhorse, so... I don't have a problem with that. May bump it up to around 400-500, but not past it ... Last edited by Coidzor; 2011-06-26 at 11:39. Originally Posted by Keld Denar +3 Girlfriend is completely unoptimized. You are better off with a +1 Keen Witty girlfriend and
then appling The Greater Magic Make-up to increase her enhancement bonus. Homebrew To Do: Reboot and Complete Riptide 2011-06-26, 23:49 (ISO 8601) ?? Can a warbeast dire actually carry you? The dire has 17 strength, I think warbeast adds 3 gives you a strength of 20. The maximum for a light
load of 20 SIZE is 133 lb. A human ranges from 125 to 250 lb, and it is without strain at all. Flying creatures can not fly if they carry more than a light load. 2011-06-26, 11:54 PM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by holywhippet ?? Can a warbeast dire actually carry you? The dire has 17 strength, I think
warbeast adds 3 gives you a strength of 20. The maximum for a light load of 20 SIZE is 133 lb. A human ranges from 125 to 250 lb, and it is without strain at all. Flying creatures can't fly if they carry more a light load. I answered assuming that the rider in question was either native or had a way to get
there for the duration of some rides. 2011-06-26, 23:57 (ISO 8601) The same book that has Warbeast also has War Bat, for Desmodu. It has a strength score of 25. 2011-06-26, 23:58 (ISO 8601) Dire bat is great and can therefore carry up to 266 lbs as a light load. Should be enough for a Medium
character, if you are especially light and do not carry a lot of equipment. 2011-06-27, 12:09 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by Amphetryon I answered assuming the rider in question was either originally small/small or had a way to get there for the duration of some rides. I thought it could be done - if the
rider was easy himself (halflings and gnomes to be good candidates) and if they didn't have a lot of equipment, or kept it in a bag of holding. I don't know what the opening poster planned to play as if. Originally Written by Ajadea Dire bat is great, and therefore can carry up to 266 lbs as a light load.
Should be enough for a Medium character, if you are especially light and do not carry a lot of equipment. Hmm, does it actually work by RAW though? The doubling of the weight capacity of large creatures is for bipedal creatures. Bat's probably have two legs, but they're stunty little things. 2011-06-27,
12:19 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by holywhippet Hmm, does it actually work by RAW though? The doubling of the weight capacity of large creatures is for bipedal creatures. Bat's probably have two legs, but they're stunty little things. It works, they use two limbs to move, their wings. If they had four
wings, they would even be considered quadrupeds and get x3. 2011-06-27, 12:19 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by holywhippet Hmm, does it actually work by RAW though? The doubling of the weight capacity of large creatures is for bipedal creatures. Bat's probably have two legs, but they're stunty
little things. Well, if you want to count them as quadrapeds.... But just saying that they count as medium-sized creatures for carrying capacity just sounds. Originally posted by Keld Denar +3 Girlfriend is completely unoptimized. You are better off with a +1 Keen Witty girlfriend and then appling The Greater
Magic Make-up to increase her enhancement bonus. Homebrew To do: Reboot and finish Riptide 2011-06-27, 12:27 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by Coidzor Well if you want to count them as quadrapeds .... But just saying that they count as medium-sized creatures for carrying capacity just sounds.
Honestly, that sounds right to me. The legs are very large or strong since their main way of getting around it using their wings. On top of it all, it takes more strength to fly with a load than it does to just carry it along the ground. 2011-06-27, 12:28 AM (ISO 8601) 2011-06-27, 12:30 AM (ISO 8601) Originally
Posted by holywhippet Honestly it sounds about right to me. Their legs are large or strong since their main way to get around it with the help of their wings. On top of it all, it takes more strength to fly with a load than it does to just carry it along the ground. Yes, that's why they're limited to flying with only
light loads unless they take a feat of being able to do it with a medium load. Originally Posted by Keld Denar +3 Girlfriend is completely unoptimized. You are better off with a +1 Keen Witty girlfriend and then appling The Greater Magic Make-up to increase her enhancement bonus. Homebrew To do:
Reboot and finished Riptide 2011-06-27, 12:35 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Written by Thurbane I think RAW is that any great creature (which is not particularly a quadruped) has the x2 carrying capacity of a corresponding Strength Medium creature. This would apply even if the creature had no limbs
(snake, oozes etc.). Large quadrupeds are the specific exception to this rule, and instead of x2 capacity, get x3. In fact, creatures that use the whole body in the movement, such as snakes, are considered quadrupeds. Edit: Considered quadrupeds for the purpose x3, nothing else. Last edited by
IthroZada; 2011-06-27 at 12:36 AM. 2011-06-27, 12:37 AM (ISO 8601) Remember, Dire is both slow (only 40ft. move, for a mount that is terrible) and is not worth much in a match (+7 1d8 +7 is pretty bad), although it's pretty tough and some exotic armor and magical elements would just improve this.
Most DMs can also hit you with penalties for daytime use, given is nocturnal. And you're not going to ride one of those in heavy armor. 2011-06-27, 12:37 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by IthroZada In fact, creatures that use the whole body in the movement, like snakes, are considered quadrupeds.
Edit: Considered quadrupeds for the purpose x3, nothing else. Well, it makes some sense. Can you point me to where they spell it out in the rules? 2011-06-27, 12:41 AM (ISO 8601) Originally written by Thurbane Well, which makes some sense. Can you point me to where they spell it out in the rules? I
didn't actually find it in a book, so I guess you can disregard it if you want, but it certainly works. It is one of the Rules of the Game web articles. In connection with carrying capacity, creatures that literally use their entire body to move, such as snakes and fish, should also be treated as quadrupeds 2011-
06-27, 12:51 AM (ISO 8601) Im DMing a tenth level adventure, one of my players plays a sword and wants to know how much a dire bat costs because he wants to ride one. I thought he could because he's easy and doesn't carry much. I just didn't know how much to do them. 2011-06-27, 12:58 AM (ISO
8601) Originally Posted by Seharvepernfan Im DMing a 10th level adventure, one of my players playing a sword and wanting to know much a dire bat costs because he wants to ride one. I thought he could because he's easy and doesn't carry much. I just didn't know how much to do them. Weapons and
equipment lists Dire Bat young as 150gp, and their training as 100gp. I guess add warbeast cost on both of these and you can have a price. Edit: In fact, considering that the Warbeast template includes the training, maybe just that at the top of the young award, if even that. The original cost may be the
most accurate. Last edited by IthroZada; 2011-06-27 at 01:02. 2011-06-27, 03:51 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by Seharvepernfan If I add warbeast template, it's only 350gp, but it seems too cheap for a flying that you can ride. It's a cheap way to fly. It's also not a very good one, if it's an ECL 10
character you're talking about. 4HD creatures die very easily in CR 10+ matches. 2011-06-27, 5:57 AM (ISO 8601) Depends on whether he wants to actually go into battle on it - probably not if he is a swordsman since melee characters are not very effective flying over the battlefield. If he wanted to go
into battle with a flying mount, he would be better at trying to get a wyvern. 2011-06-27, 6:44 AM (ISO 8601) The achievements of flying with medium and heavy cargo are in Races of the Dragon- so if DM allows you to buy a copy with these achievements, it can help. Marut-2 Avatar by Serpentine New
Marut Avatar by Linkele 2011-06-27, 7:15 AM (ISO 8601) I will also vary the price based on supply and demand. In most D&amp;D worlds, such a creature is probably a rare commodity, so the price should reflect that. Where to buy it is another question. I doubt many cities would have a Big Bobs House
of Big Bats. 2011-06-27, 07:19 (ISO 8601) True- they can only be present in communities where they fill the horse niche. Desmodu community, in Underdark, for example. You can find a Bob's House of Bats or the nearest equivalent, there, or in regions that regularly trade with them. Marut-2 Avatar by
Serpentine New Marut Avatar by Linkele 2011-06-27, 7:29 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by hamishspence True- they can only be present in communities where they fill the horse niche. Desmodu community, in Underdark, for example. You can find a Bob's House of Bats or the nearest equivalent,
there, or in regions that regularly trade with them. And getting can be an adventure of your own. Heck, the great Celtic epic Táin Bó Cúailnge was all about cattle rattling with many impotence jokes thrown in. 2011-06-27, 07:48 AM (ISO 8601) Your Swordsage may actually be interested in wild cohort feat.
It scales with level, so that he can actually ride the creature in battle, and Sverdsages does well with mounted combat, given their freedom to make strikes instead of full attacks. There is a precedent for providing no necessary achievements in elemental form; it's been a while since I I think they tend to be
in the par-thousand GP area. You pay a couple of times the cost in advance, but now you do not need to buy a new mount after each pair of meetings ... Meetings...
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